SPECIFICATIONS:
· Open size 9 X 6 X 7ft
· 3 Sleeper
· 2 oz/sq.ft. PVC ﬂoor
· Two windows with
outer and inner zip ﬂaps
· FR Ripstop Canvas Body
· Stakes and carry bag included
· Gazebo sold separately

CONTENTS:
Hardware :
12X Stakes

GOLD RANGE
CHALET TENT
2 WINDOW
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Softs :
1X Canvas Chalet tent body

ERECTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Step 1: Open the Canvas chalet tent
underneath the roof structure of the gazebo,
with one side’s legs inserted.
Step 2: Hook clips located on the roof ridge of
the chalet tent onto the gazebo frame roof ridge
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Step 3: Hook clips located on the side of the
chalet tent onto the frame edge
Step 4: Insert the legs on the other side of the
gazebo frame

FOLDING INSTRUCTIONS:

Then fold over the last third

Step 1: Ensure the cover is clean and dry
before starting the folding process
PLEASE NOTE: When cleaning your tent use
water and light detergent to remove any dirt from
the canvas

Step 2: When the tent is collapsed ensure the
roof of the tent is laying on top

Step 5: Hook the other side of the chalet tent
onto the gazebo frame structure

Step 3: Lift the eave of the wall and tuck the walls
underneath the roof

Step 4: Repeat the step above all around the tent

Step 5: The tent should now be laying completely
ﬂat.

Step 6: To secure the tent insert the stakes
through the D-ring into the ground

Step 6: Divide the tent into three and fold it as
follows:

Fold the one third over

Step 7: Roll the tent as tight as possible
brushing the tent as you’re rolling ensuring no dirt
is rolled up with the roof

